MINE

The secrets To The Power of Changing the World
— The New Cryptocurrency

We are using the supply of capital and funds from the ICO to construct enormous mining farms, and with the
cryptocurrency generated from mining, depending on the amount generated from the main project “MINE” , we are going
to divide it everyday. Furthermore, to make the mining farm automatically generate investments again and again, the value
will and should constantly go up. With the carriers of MINE, they should make their own wallet for the dividends from the
mining farm. To withdraw from the wallet freely, they should also make a debit card for the same purpose. To achieve our
goal “A world that widely uses cryptocurrency”, we are constructing it with the best liquidity and convenience for everyone.

Constructing the Mining Farm

Roadmap

The 70% of capital generated from the supply of ICO is used on constructing the
mining farm. The mining industry is said to have a 10% monthly profit, and technically
it is possible to construct a semi-permanent organization that continues to gain its
profit on its own.

Construction

A Token Sale with a Supply of 100 million Dollars

70%

Mining Farm Construction

70 million Dollars

2017 Q3
- Huge Scope of Mining Farm

2017 Q4

- Started Ethereum Mining

30%

- Acquired Bank License

Development/Operation

2018 Q1

30 million Dollars

- Acquired sites for MINE farms

With a monthly profit of 10 %, The amount of mining ethereum monthly at
a Mining farm will be 10% of the 70 million dollar, which is 7 million dollars

- Acquired business permit for MINE

2018 Q2

farms

- Publish website and white paper
- Conduct token sale

10 %

- Token distribution

2018 Q3

- Construction of MINE farm

- Release alpha version of MINE Wallet
- Begin taking applications for MINE card

7 million dollars (the amount of mining ethereum Monthly)

2018 Q4

- Release MoT hardware wallet
- Set up MINE mining pool
- Set up GPU mining equipment, test run
- Listed on exchanges

1.4 million Dollars

distributed to the MINE carriers

- Begin distribution of MINE card
- Begin operation of mining farm

The Distribution of Mine to the Mine Carriers
from the Re-Investment of the Mining Industry
70% of the monthly mining supply will go to the investments, with 20% distributed
to the MINE carriers. 10% will be the MINE carrier’ s common property. This is for
the purpose of operation, in which savings will be there to prevent the value of
MINE to drop.

- Release official version of MINE Wallet

- Begin distribution of MINE

Token Sale
Usually the ICO, no matter the issue subject or the involved
parties, should have a certain amount of tokens. However, with
this project, 100% of token sale is distributed to the participants.
MINE

Token name

70%

20%

4.9 million Dollars (70%)
Re-Investment (Re-Mining)

10%

7 hundred thousand Dollars
For Guarantee, Savings(StockIn)

Direct Debit is Made Possible
with The MINE Debit Card
To try to get the dividends with the currency generated by mining, we require that
we keep the MINE from the MINE Wallet that we offer. Moreover, the MINE carriers
should be able to use and own the MINE debit card, which has the function of
using the cryptocurrency to pay, and is a VISA debit card.

Symbol

MINE

Token sale sale amount

2,500,000,000

Token Price

1 MINE = 0.1 dollar

Hard Cap

$95 million

Token actual equipment

ERC-20
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For more details, please visit our official homepage.

https://mine-coin.net
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